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Case fatality rate (CFR)

Example:

100 cases of cholera in a refugee camp

10 patients die

CFR = 10/100 = 10%
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First Ebola outbreak (1976):

149 cases acquired by person-person transmission

119 patients died

CFR = 119/149 = 80%
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Ebola outbreak Kikwit 1995:

310 cases

250 patients died

CFR = 250/310 = 81%
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Ebola in West Africa (2014):

As of 16 November 2014:

15113 cases 

5406 deaths

But CFR  ≠ 5406/15113 Why not?
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Who is a “case”?

Which deaths are Ebola deaths?

How do we measure CFR?
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Ebola virus disease case-classification
criteria (WHO)

Suspected

• Sudden high fever + contact

• OR Ebola symptoms

• OR any sudden, unexplained death



Probable

• Suspected case + medical opinion 

• OR any person who died from ‘suspected’ Ebola + epidemiological 
link to a confirmed case.

Confirmed

• Laboratory test positive

Ebola virus disease case-classification
criteria (WHO)



Counting cases of Ebola

West Africa, as of 16 November 2014:

15113 cases 

9397 confirmed

2051 probable

3665 suspected



Are cases being missed (undercounting)?

yes

–very large area, remote areas

–symptoms not unique to Ebola

Are non Ebola cases being counted (overcounting)?

yes

–symptoms not unique to Ebola

Counting cases of Ebola



Counting deaths from Ebola

Are deaths being missed?

yes

–very large area, remote areas

–symptoms not unique to Ebola

–reluctance to report deaths because of implications for 
funeral and follow-up

Are non Ebola deaths being counted?

yes

–symptoms not unique to Ebola



Estimating CFR from Ebola

Need cases who actually have Ebola

Need deaths from Ebola

• but if exclude those who die before confirmation will 
underestimate CFR

Need to know outcomes for all cases

• many of the cases in the reports will still be sick, outcome not yet 
known – will underestimate CFR



Easiest to measure from treatment centres

• but may underestimate CFR as excludes those who die without 
reaching the centres 

Example:

As of Sept 2014, cases with known outcomes:

All cases CFR= 71%; hospitalised cases CFR=64%  
(N Engl J Med 2014;371;1481)
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